Terms and condition of a competition for:
- poster graphic design
- song
Young Malta Festival 2016
Organizers: Da Vinci Secondary and Lower Secondary Schools, Vox Artis Foundation
and Da Vinci College.

§1
Subject of the competition
Da Vinci Secondary and Lower Secondary Schools, Vox Artis Foundation
and Da Vinci College herein referred to as Organizers, announce the opening of a poster and
song competition for Young Malta Festival 2016.
§2
Terms of participation
1. The aim of the competition is choosing a poster design and a song which will be promoting
Young Malta Festival 2016.
2. The competition is open to students from schools participating in the Young Malta Project
(also those who do not belong to the theatre group in a given school).
3. Poster design is a competition for individual participants. In the song competition may
participate music bands from schools involved in the project.
4. Poster designs/ songs which previously entered other competitions are not allowed.
5. Participation n the competition is free and voluntary.
5. Each participant may present several designs/ songs.
§3
Poster design requirements
1. Poster design should refer to the idiom of Young Malta Festival 2016, which is “Actor/
Spectator/Witness”.
2. The authors of poster designs should make their designs follow the four basic rules which
will be taken into account by the Competition Jury:
a. Poster design should be simple, possible to grasp at the first glance. Expressive graphic
elements should be presented on plain, not distracting background.
b. The key factor is clear and easily understandable message.
c. The core of the design is though-provoking, funny or surprising idea
d. And let’s not forget about originality. The poster should stand out

3. Poster design should include graphics and logotype of Young Malta Festival 2016 the
following expressions:
Actor Spectator Witness
Czerwiec 2016
Collegium Da Vinci
ul. Kutrzeby 10, Poznań
4. Poster design will be used by the Organizers for producing other festival promotional
materials: programme, banner, advertising and press materials, etc.
5. To enter the competition you need to email a JPG graphic
izabela.kusicielek@davinciszkola.pl
The topic of your email- Poster Competition- Young Malta Festival 2016.

file

to

6. The deadline or sending the design to the email address mentioned above is 31st October,
2015.
7. Poster design should be send as JPG files and their size should not exceed 2 MB.
8. The image file should be for the poster 70x 100 cm (vertical). The design should include
empty space at the top or at the bottom of the poster where the logotypes of organizers,
partners and sponsors will be placed.
9. While choosing the winning posters their authors will remain anonymous for the
Competition Jury. Each poster entering the competition will be numbered and only after the
Jury chooses the winning design, will the author of the project be revealed.
10. The author o f the winning design is obliged to deliver an original graphic file - .eps, .ai,
.pdf .psd, colour space CMYK, 300 ppi., 70 x 100 cm.
Song requirements
1. The song should refer to the idiom of Young Malta Festival 2016, which is “Actor/
Spectator/Witness”.
2. The authors of the song should make their song follow some basic rules which will be
taken into account by the Competition Jury:
a. The song should be catchy and easy to remember- both its melody and the lyrics.
b. The lyrics should include verses and chorus.
c. The song can be in any style, performed with any instruments and technique.
d. Only songs by the authors who wrote lyrics and composed the music will be allowed (no
remixes or riddims are allowed).
e. Maximum length of a song is 3 minutes.
f. The subject of the competition are recorded songs with music files not sheet music or
scores.
2. The song may be used by the organizers for other promotional materials connected with the
educational Project and festival.
3. To enter the competition you need to email a music file to
izabela.kusicielek@davinciszkola.pl

The topic of your email- Song Competition- Young Malta Festival 2016.
6. The deadline or sending the music to the email address mentioned above is 31st October,
2015.
5. The competition songs should be MP3 Stereo format 256 kbp/s. The file size should not
exceed 20 MB.
6. While choosing the winning song their authors will remain anonymous for the Competition
Jury. Each song entering the competition will be numbered and only after the Jury chooses the
winning song, will the author of the song be revealed.
7. The author o f the winning design is obliged to deliver an original music WAVE file, or
standard audio CD.
§4
Evaluation criteria
1. Project will be evaluated by the Competition Jury consisting of five members.
2. Each Jury member will have one vote.
3. Both subject master as well as the artistic value of the designs/songs will be taken into
account.
4. The Competition Jury will choose the winner in each of the competitions.
5. The decisions of the Competition Jury will be unchallengeable.
6. The decisions of the Competition Jury will be ultimate and will not be subject to appeal.
7. The Competition Jury reserve themselves the right not to choose the winning poster/ song if
the evaluation criteria will not be met.
§5
General conditions
1. Competition participants allow for the use of their personal details by the Organizers for the
sake of the correct procedures of the competition (Polish Personal Data Protection Act, 1997)
2. When entering the competitions the participants accept the terms and conditions listed
above and declare their projects songs to be their own work.
3. When entering the competitions the participants declare that their work does not violate
other people’s copyright and property right. In case of claims towards the Organizers because
of violating these rights, the competition participant will cover all the costs of compensation
that the Organizers will need to pay to the claimant.
4. The competition is not a game of chance as understood in Polish Act on Games of Chance
and Mutual Wagering.
§6
Prize
1. The author of the winning poster design/ song will receive a prize.
§7
Copyright and the right for using the winning Poster design/ song
1. The winning design/ songs will become the property of the Organizers, which entails taking
over property rights and the rights for using the designs/ songs by the Organizers.

2. Organizers hale the right to modify the winning designs/ songs, while respecting their
original form for the sake of their effective use.

§8
Final provisions
1. The most interesting design/ songs will be Publisher on the Young Malta Festival web
page. The Chosen poster will be printed and distributed during advertising campaign. The
chosen song will also be used during advertising campaign and will be the background for the
festival and accompanying events.
2. The Organizers hale the right to change the terms and conditions of the competition At any
time.
3. The Competition Jury will respond to all matters of dispute.

